APPLE IS KING OF FRUITS HERE

Horticulturists Make Fine Exhibits and Listen to Interesting Addresses.

CUPS AWARDED AS PRIZES

Hood River Leads the List, but Other Localities Make a Fine Showing with Varieties from Territorial.

UNION HALL, Portland, Jan. 8.

Few of the entries brought into the Horticultural Society's plant exhibitions here [are] more important than those of the Union Hall Horticultural League, who will send off a ton of apples to the fair, and who, we learn, have spent considerable time in the propagation of varieties of the fruit. The thickness of the pack, the fine condition of the fruit, and the beautiful specimens which are brought in, are a sign of the growing interest in the art of raising fruits in this part of the world. The Union Hall Horticultural Society is a thriving one, and we hope that the exhibit which they have prepared will do them credit.

ARLINGTON GIVES THE TIP

"Tattler" Kelly Had A Gold in the Capacity of "Squall" for the Police Department on Former Continent.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 9.

George C. Arlington, "Squall," was called to the stage here last night by the "Tattler" to make a statement regarding the discrepancies in the report of the "Tattler" in regard to the suicide of a man who was found dead in his home. Mr. Arlington, who is a detective of the "Tattler," stated that the suicide was the result of a murder committed by the man who was found dead. He also stated that the man who was found dead was not the man who was found guilty of the murder.

MAY ELECT R. HOGGE

Chamber of Commerce Will Choose President.

TO NAME OTHER OFFICERS

Annual Meeting and Banquet of the Organization Will Be Held, Beginning at 7 o'clock This Evening.

SPLIT ON WATER FRANCHISE

Milwaukee Council and Water Company Commissioners Approve Divisions in Franchise 

The Milwaukee Council and the Milwaukee Water Company have at present a division of the water franchise in the city. The council has approved the division of the franchise, and the company has approved the division of the water franchise in the city.

OPtion of School Ground

Milwaukee Improvement Association Wants Entire Block Awarded.

At a meeting of the Milwaukee Improvement Association, the members gave the approval of the school ground at the corner of the block.

Makes Motion Against Franchise

Alexander Hamilton, superintendent of the Milwaukee Improvement Association, made a motion against the franchise issue.

SIPPLED BY LADD'S PLANT

MASSACHUSETTS READY MANDARINS FOR SALE.

A number of the ready mandarins furnished by Ladd's plant are now ready for sale. The ready mandarins are grown in the state of Massachusetts, and are said to be the best in the state. The ready mandarins are now ready for sale at the price of $1.00 per box.

Supplied by Ladd's Plant

AMERICAN SUCCESSFUL, BODES Hoe WITH MATERIAL.

Now it's time to get a division of the water-main contract.

STAY OUT OF BUSINESS.

The division of the water-main contract is now in progress. The division of the water-main contract is now in progress in the state of Massachusetts. The division of the water-main contract is now in progress in the state of Massachusetts.

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY SESSION ATTRACTIONS FOR FRUITGROWERS TO PORTLAND


THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATERS

"APOLLINARIS" THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATERS

MAY BE FOOTPADS

Policeman and Watchman Arrest the Two.

SUSPICIONS WERE AROUSED

It is thought that the man following the man who was seen holding him up when they were captured.

ANOTHER MANDARIN:

The man who was seen holding him up when they were captured has been captured again.

GREAT TIMES.

The man who was seen holding him up when they were captured has been captured again.
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